
Ambient Light Rejection Goes Electric
Introducing Tensioned Advantage with Parallax & Tensioned Contour with Parallax

Da-Lite is adding electric options for its Parallax ambient light-rejecting surface technology. Tensioned Contour and 

Tensioned Advantage will soon be available with the Parallax 0.8 surface, giving you the ability to add an electric 

screen to even the most brightly lit environments. Get the whisper-quiet performance of a Da-Lite electric screen with 

Parallax’s industry-leading light rejection.

How does Parallax work? 
Each layer of Parallax plays a role in preserving the image that is reflected back to the viewer in high ambient light 

environments. Some layers absorb light while one special layer is shaped like a microscopic saw-tooth that blocks 

light from above. This results in high-contrast, bright images in environments with uncontrolled light. 

Surface
Parallax 0.8

Horizontal Half Angle: 85º

Vertical Half Angle: 17º

Gain: 0.8

Tensioned Advantage with Parallax 
Designed for ceiling installation, the Tensioned Advantage comes 

with the trim already in place for a polished look and easy install. 

Tensioned Contour with Parallax 
The Tensioned Contour can be ceiling or wall-mounted and 

makes a seamless addition to any room. Comes standard 

with a white case; black case available upon request.
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Features
• Comes standard with 2" black drop; can be customized with up to 36"

• Standard Low Voltage Control (LVC) to keep your screen operation flexible

• Support includes a comprehensive five-year warranty

• Retrofit options available

Sizes

HDTV (16:9) Format

VIEWING AREA (H X W) NOMINAL DIAGONAL

in. cm. in. cm.

45 x 80 114 x 203 92 234

52 x 92 132 x 234 106 269

54 x 96 137x 244 110 279

58 x 104 147 x 264 119 302

Wide (16:10) Format

VIEWING AREA (H X W) NOMINAL DIAGONAL

in. cm. in. cm.

50 x 80 127 x 203 94 239

57.5 x 92 146 x 234 109 277

NOTE: The Contour and Advantage featuring Parallax will look visibly different when compared to other 
Da-Lite tensioned screens with vinyl surfaces. This is due to the nature of the Parallax material, which is a 
micro-layered, high-grade plastic lens system. While it may have slight variations in appearance, it is optically 
flat. Meaning, that when under projection, the Contour and Advantage featuring Parallax will perform on the 
same level as the Da-Lite 4K-ready HD Progressive surfaces.


